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Abstract 

A pilot study was undertaken to try a methodology for devel
oping a dynamic climatology for the severe thunderstorm envi
ronment and to determine differences on severe local storms 
(SELS) days from non-SELS convective days in the Northeast
ern U.S. Calculations of81 mainly kinematic/dynamic variables 
are made at mandatOlY upper levels. The 24 cases used for 
each sample are drawn from the period 1979-1986. The area 
studied includes much of the lower elevations of the Mid-Atlan
tic and New England states. Only SELS events occurring within 
3 hours after standard upper-air sounding times (0000 and 
1200 UTC) are added to the SELS sample. Calculations of 
each variable are made at a reference point located near the 
reported severe convective location for SELS events and at 
Trenton, New Jersey for the non-SELS events. A t-test is per
formed to determine if there was a significant difference 
between the two samples for each variable. 

The significance testing reveals that 21 of the 81 variables 
had sample mean differences that are significant at the ten 
percent level or better. Compared to the non-SELS convective 
sample, the SELS environment tended to be a bit warmer and 
drier in the lower troposphere, had a steeper lapse rate in 
the mid-troposphere, had more convergent lower-tropospheric 
winds, had less cyclonic flow in the mid-troposphere, and had 
slowerflow speed in the upper-troposphere. The absolute differ
ences tended to be small even for variables having significant 
sample differences, indicating that the environment above the 
boundary layer just prior to a severe convective event is only 
marginally different to that for ordinary convection for the 
variables tested. 

1. Introduction 

Severe Local Storms (SELS) are defined as convective events 
which have at least one of the following: 

1) surface wind speed greater than or equal to 50 kt, 
2) presence of hail greater than or equal to 19 mm (3/4 in.) 

in diameter, or 
3) presence of a tornado. 

Such storms often have a direct impact on human lives and 
property, so various diagnostic studies have been carried out 
using parameters that have been identified or proposed as pre
cursors to severe weather outbreaks. These parameters include 
stability measures, wind shear statistics, locations of jet max
ima, strength and location of low-level convergence zones, and 
other various kinematic and dynamic fields. The latter have 
included wind divergence, vorticity advection, thermal advec
tion, and moisture advection. These studies have mainly focused 
on the Midwest-Great Plains regions where SELS most fre-
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quently occur. The present study uses various kinematic/ 
dynamic fields and applies them to portions of the Northeastern 
United States for investigating environmental conditions occur
ring with severe wind/tornado events. 

There are several reasons for continuing to study SELS using 
data from the synoptic scale data network. First, forecasts 
related to convective phenomena have room for improvement. 
Second, traditional associations between parameters and SELS, 
such as the Miller (1972) checklist, need modification in the 
less baroclinic environments of summer, as suggested by Mad
dox and Doswell (1982a). Lastly, a closer scrutiny of severe 
weather from a kinematic and dynamic point of view can 
improve predictability if it is shown that certain fields correlate 
well with severe events. Since National Weather Service (NWS) 
offices and other forecasters now have the ability to compute 
the fields examined in this study, they can improve prediction 
of SELS occurrences if important signatures can be found. The 
fields used in this study are increasingly used operationally, 
though guideline or critical values have not been proposed. The 
small sample used in this study will not immediately change 
this situation, however, the methodology employed here consti
tutes a framework on which to build such a result in the future. 
As such, this effort is a pilot study on which to build a different 
kind of climatology, that of dynamic processes that relate to 
the environment in which SELS develop. Like any climatology 
it should be geographically and seasonally stratified. The North
east U.S. region is used in this study, but the small number of 
cases precluded seasonal stratification. 

The choice of variables to examine in conjunction with SELS 
occurrences should be based on physical considerations. Factors 
for deep, moist convection have been identified as: 

1) sufficient low-level moisture, 
2) sufficient instability of prevailing air mass, and 
3) presence of a lifting mechanism in the lower troposphere. 

Given that deep, moist convection can develop, additional fac
tors that can affect SELS potential are: 

1) the degree of instability, 
2) presence of an elevated, lower tropospheric inversion 

(lid), and 
3) the nature of the vertical wind profile. 

The choice of processes to examine in a SELS study should 
be based on these factors, on findings in previous SELS studies, 
and/or on theoretical considerations such as quasi-geostrophic 
diagnostics (e.g., omega equation). This implies that a large 
number of variables can justifiably be examined in conjunction 
with SELS occurrence. 

Though most convective studies note that a combination of 
ingredients is needed for SELS development, many of the stud
ies emphasize just one or a few. Lower tropospheric warm 
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thermal advection was found to have played a significant role 
in convective cases examined by Maddox and Doswell (1982b), 
Johns (1984), and Schwartz et al. (1987). Low-level conver
gence was emphasized, among other factors , by Johns (1984), 
Livingston and Wilson (1986), and Heideman and Fritsch 
(1988); while Kloth and Davies-Jones (1980), McNulty (1978) 
and Whitney (1977) highlighted jet stream location and charac
teristics as related to convective episodes. The low to mid-level 
moisture field and related advection was a focus in explaining 
the characteristics of observed convection in the study of Con
way and Carbone (1989), in the convective lid study of Graziano 
and Carlson (1987), and in the forecasting study of Colquhoun 
(1987) . A few studies have employed Q-vector diagnostics 
using the theory of Hoskins et al. (1978) to find the initial 
source of lift for convection. These include Grumm and Siebers 
(1988) using numerical model data and Barnes (1985) for an 
individual case. Barnes (1986) later found that convergent mid
tropospheric Q-vectors, implying large-scale forced low-level 
lifting, were common in the 32 convective events he studied. 
Characteristics of the wind profile, including wind shear, have 
received considerable attention in relation to severe weather 
occurrence especially in the studies of Brooks et al. (1994), 
Johns (1984), Doswell (1988), and Stone (1988) . Stability indi
ces have long been used in diagnostic and predictive studies 
for convection. Of the more recent studies where stability has 
been a prime focus, the investigations of Stone (1988) and 
Davies (1988) are noteworthy. Increasingly, though, recent 
studies are showing the direct importance of thermodynamic 
instability and lower tropospheric wind shear characteristics on 
severe thunderstorm occurrence, especially that associated with 
the 'supercells' . Much of this literature is discussed in Moller 
et al. (1994). 

The procedures used here follow that of Harnack and Quinlan 
(1987) to some extent, but a more comprehensive list of vari
ables is examined and a non-SELS sample is employed for 
comparison. The earlier study emphasized precursor (i.e., 3-15 
h prior) and concurrent (plus or minus 3 h) conditions to SELS 
in the Northeast U.S. Three variables: 850 and 300-mb jet 
streak quadrant, 500-mb vorticity advection, and four stability 
indices were used to assess their association with SELS. They 
found that 500-mb positive vorticity advection at 0000 UCT 
was not present for 58% of the SELS events which occurred 
within three hours of 0000 UCT. Mean values of the SWEAT 
index (222) and the Total-Totals stability index (46) prior to 
SELS occurrence were below the threshold levels typically 
quoted for severe weather, especially those for the Midwest 
U.S. The average Lifted Index (LI) value (-I) was the most 
consistent, among the stability indices, with other studies. Low
level (850-mb) and upper-level (300-mb) jet streak configura
tions were examined. The general conclusion was that the right
entrance region of the 300-mb jet (54% of total cases) and the 
left-entrance region of the 850-mb jet (38% of total cases) are 
the most favorable quadrants for placement of severe convec
tion. The majority (71 %) of severe weather occurred to the 
right of the 300-mb jet axis and to the left of the 850-mb jet 
axis (73%). Tornadoes occurred to the left of the 850-mb jet 
axis 80% of the time while 60% occurred to the right of the 
300-mb jet axis. 

While synoptic pattern (climatological) studies of the SELS 
environment have contributed significantly to SELS forecasting 
(e.g., Johns 1984; Miller 1972; David 1977; Doswell 1980), 
values of many important variables, such as advections and 
divergence, coincident to SELS occurrence are lacking. The 
current study is motivated by the fact that previous studies of 
SELS which employed a wide range of kinematic and dynamic 
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fields have, for the most part, been case studies. An exception 
to this is the study of Giordano and Fritsch (1991), which 
includes a comparison between selected environmental condi
tions (mainly pressure, temperature, moisture, wind/wind shear, 
and synoptic positioning) for strong tornadoes and flash flood 
producing rainstorms. The main differences reported between 
the two samples is that low-level moisture is greater for the 
rainstorms, and low-level wind shear and upper-level wind 
speeds are greater for the tornado cases. The sample used for 
their study consisted of events occurring at widely varying time 
lags from upper-air sounding times. This has the advantage of 
increasing the sample size but introduces an important inhomo
geneity into the sample of cases. 

The present study narrows the convective events to a three
hour time period at the expense of having a much larger sample 
drawn from the period used. An important objective of this 
pilot study is to start a more systematic examination of some 
important large-scale kinematic/dynamic processes near the 
time of SELS occurrence. In particular it is desirable to compare 
aggregate values and frequencies of variables for SELS cases 
to those for non-SELS to see if there are important differences 
between the two samples. 

Mandatory level data from 850, 700, 500, 300, 250, and 200 
mb are used to generate many kinematic/dynamic fields. The 
procedures that are followed, especially the use of only upper
air mandatory level data, meant that important boundary-layer 
processes are neglected. These processes are apt to contribute 
to most SELS occurrences and to be dominant in some. How
ever, to the extent that forecasters use upper-air pressure level 
data to assess SELS potential, the results obtained may be useful 
as augmentation to surface or vertical profile based studies. 

2. Methodology 

Upper-air data for 27 stations in the Eastern U.S. are collected 
(Fig. 1). The dates used (24) for the SELS sample are selected 
using the publication Storm Data (National Climatic Data Cen
ter 1979-1986). These days span the years 1979-1986. The 
domain used for this study includes all or part of the following 

Fig. 1. Upper-air stations used. 
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Fig. 2. Domain of study (hatched area). 

states: Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Vir
ginia, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
and Vermont (Fig. 2). 

A case is considered for the SELS sample if all of the follow
ing criteria are met: 

1) A convective event occurred in the Northeastern domain 
indicated and in the period 1979-86. 

2) The event occurred in any month from April through 
October. 

3) During a thunderstorm, winds> 50 kt were reported (or 
implied by damage) or a tornado was reported 

4) The event occurred within the following time frames: 
1200-1500 UTC or 0000-0300 UTC (within 3 h after 
regularly-scheduled upper-air soundings). 

Hail days are not considered for use in this study. Previous 
studies indicate that conditions for hail include unique thermo
dynamic conditions among severe weather types, such as the 
height of the freezing level, which is not considered here. In 
the period examined, 24 defined cases are found. These are 
listed in Table 1. 

The non-SELS cases used for comparison are selected using 
the following criteria: 

1) There is a VIP level 3 or 4 reported in an area approxi
mately 80 by 80 nautical miles centered on Trenton, New 
Jersey in the period 2230 to 0230 UTe. The manually 
digitized radar (MDR) data used was obtained from the 
Croft and Shulman (1989) study. 

2) There is no VIP levelS or 6 reported in the same region 
and time period. 

3) There are no SELS reported on the same date in the 
SELS domain. 

4) The total non-SELS sample is limited to 24 and con
strained to have a similar monthly distribution as the 
SELS sample. These dates are all from 1981-82 and are 
also shown in Table 1. 

National Weather Digest 

Table 1. Listing of SELS and non-SELS events constituting 
the two samples. Latitude (ON)/longitude (OW) location and 
type of SELS (W= wind, T= tornado) are shown. All non
SELS events are referenced to the same location: Trenton, 
New Jersey. See text for additional explanation. 

SELS CASES 

Date Latitude Longitude 

Jun 28, 1979 
Jun 30, 1979 
Aug 10, 1979 
Sep 29, 1979 
Apr 10, 1980 
Ju122, 1980 
Ju131, 1980 
Aug 12, 1980 
Ju109, 1981 
Ju127, 1981 
May 02, 1982 
Aug 24, 1982 
Aug 09, 1983 
Sep 01, 1983 
Ju118, 1984 
Aug 03, 1984 
Aug 30, 1984 
Jul 01, 1985 
Ju110, 1985 
Aug 08, 1985 
Jun 01, 1986 
Ju127, 1986 
Sep 24, 1986 
Sep 27, 1986 

40.8 
40.5 
39.0 
39.4 
40.6 
43.9 
43.0 
38.7 
44.8 
40.8 
40.4 
39.6 
43.1 
43.0 
43.0 
42.8 
42.8 
40.9 
39.0 
42.5 
44.1 
40.0 
39.5 
40.5 

76.1 
76.0 
77.0 
75.8 
77.0 
71.0 
72.0 
75.5 
69.0 
75.5 
75.9 
76.3 
73.7 
76.2 
76.5 
76.2 
73.2 
76.5 
76.2 
73.0 
72.1 
76.2 
74.9 
74.1 

NON-SELS CASES 

May 12, 1981 
May 30, 1981 
Jun 15, 1981 
Ju102, 1981 
Ju105, 1981 
Ju114, 1981 
Ju121 , 1981 
Aug 10, 1981 
Aug 12, 1981 
Aug 16, 1981 
Aug 29, 1981 
Sep 09, 1981 

Sep 13, 1981 
Sep 19, 1981 
Sep 28, 1981 
Jun 02, 1982 
Jun 05, 1982 
Jun 18, 1982 
Ju115, 1982 
Ju121, 1982 
Aug 03, 1982 
Aug 12, 1982 
Aug 18, 1982 
Aug 21, 1982 

Type 

W 
W 
W 
W 
T 
W 
W 
W 
W 
WfT 
T 
W 
W 
W 
T 
W 
W 
WfT 
W 
W 
W 
W 
T 
W 

The criteria are designed so that convective, non-severe cases 
would be found. The area around Trenton, New Jersey is chosen 
since this is approximately in the center of the study domain. 
The diagnostic calculations for the non-SELS cases are appro
priately made and aggregated for the Trenton location. 

The calculations of the various fields was done using the 
Upper-Air Diagnostics Program (UA) developed by Foster 
(1988). This program uses upper-air data from six levels (850, 
700, 500, 300, 250, and 200 mb) to calculate 81 kinematic/ 
dynamic fields. The UA program is chosen because it is compre
hensive in the number of fields calculated and most of its 
fields have physical significance to SELS development, many 
of which have been cited in the literature via case studies. This 
program is available at most National Weather Service offices. 

There are several well publicized difficulties on the use of 
the standard upper-air network for this type of study, the main 
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one being a sparsity of data. The data used for the calculations 
are from the National Weather Service network of upper-air 
stations. These stations are located up to 400 krn from one 
another. For use in the VA program the data is interpolated to 
a grid network in a horizontal resolution of about 120 krn which 
can lead to the missing of mesoscale features crucial to SELS 
development. Once fields are calculated, the VA program 
applies a smoothing feature to the fields. Again, smaller scale, 
low amplitude features are eliminated. Also, it is well known 
that even small errors in observations can lead to much larger 
errors in derivative fields, especially for winds. By using multi
ple cases, it is hoped that at least commonly-occun'ing large
scale signatures in the aggregate fields will emerge despite 
errors and variability for individual cases. A third limitation is 
the use of mandatory level data only. Since SELS development 
are contingent upon physical processes throughout the tropo
sphere, the calculations performed may miss them. The use of 
multiple days to study the large-scale severe weather environ
ment is stressed. 

Table 2 lists the fields calculated via the VA program and 
employed in this study. The fields include heights, temperature, 
mixing ratio, dew point temperature, and winds for the six 
mandatory levels plus advections for scalar fields. In addition, 
wind and moisture divergence; vorticity, vorticity advection 
and vertical difference of vorticity advection; plus Q-vectors 
and Q-vector divergence, thicknesses, vertical temperatures dif
ferences, equivalent potential temperature, and Laplacian of 
temperature advection are included. Many of the variables cal
culated in the VA program have an obvious connection to 
convective processes, such as temperature/moisture advection 
and the divergence fields. Some relate to quasi-geostrophic 
(QG) vertical motion forcing such as the Laplacian of tempera
ture advection and the vertical difference of horizontal vorticity 
advection. Others are like a proxy for temperature, moisture, 
stability, or QG forcing such as thickness, equivalent potential 
temperature, vertical temperature differences, and vorticity 
advection. And still others are non-traditional measures of tem
perature, moisture, or vertical motion forcing. Such is the case 
for Q-vectors. 

Q-vector diagnostics combine the effects of vorticity advec
tion and thermal advection on vertical motion. Converging mid
tropospheric Q-vectors imply lower-level QG induced upward 
vertical motion (Durran and Snellman 1987). 

The differential vorticity advection and Laplacian of temper
ature advection are from the fully-scaled QG omega equation 
which relates these fields to vertical motion. Vorticity advection 
at 500 mb is a traditional field for forecasters to examine, 
though erroneous conclusions about vertical velocity may 
result. Though there are good arguments for not using individual 
terms of the QG omega equation in assessing vertical motion, 
this study is not calculating vertical motion, but is rather assess
ing the difference between SELS and non-SELS cases over a 
wide range of fields. Alsb, individual terms of the omega equa
tion and simplifications to same (e.g., vorticity advection at 
500 mb) are in use operationally and have been used in pub
lished studies. Research on their reliability for forecasting 
severe weather in other than individual cases is sorely needed. 

After the calculations are performed for each SELS case, the 
values for the four points (120 krn apart on a square grid) 
surrounding the SELS location are arithmetically averaged and 
saved. By this procedure the SELS location would be no farther 
than about 70 krn from the nearest grid point. In general, the 
movable VA grid is approximately centered over the SELS 
location before the calculations are performed. It is not feasible 
to place a grid point exactly over the SELS location with the 
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Table 2. Variables calculated for each case giving the type 
and levels (mb) considered. 

temperature (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
mean layer temperature (850/500, 700/300) 
thickness (850/700, 850/500, 700/500, 700/300) 
dew point (850, 700, 500) 
mixing ratio (850, 700 ,500) 
wind direction (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
wind speed (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
height (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
temperature advection (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
geostrophic temperature advection (700, 500) 
differentiq) temperature advection (700/500) 
Laplacian of temperature advection (850, 700, 500) 
moisture advection (850, 700, 500) 
moisture convergence (850, 700, 500) 
horizontal wind divergence (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
absolute vorticity (850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200) 
geostrophic absolute vorticity (700, 500) 
horizontal absolute vorticity advection (850, 700, 500, 300) 
potential vorticity (700, 500) 
differential absolute vorticity advection (850/700, 700/500, 

500/300) 
equivalent potential temperature advection (850, 700) 
Q-vector divergence (700, 500) 
temperature difference (700/500) 
layer stability (700/500) 

program employed. The SELS location for single severe 
weather events is placed at the location listed in Storm Data . 
For multiple severe events in close spatial (within 75 krn) and 
temporal (within 3 h) proximity, which constituted a single case, 
the SELS location is interpolated to the approximate centroid of 
the occurrences. For the non-SELS sample, Trenton, New Jer
sey (as discussed earlier) is the reference point for all calcula
tions. 

The next step in the procedure is comparing the calculations 
for the two samples and performing significance testing, follow
ing Panofsky and Brier (1968). The mean and standard devia
tion for the 24 SELS and 24 non-SELS cases are computed for 
each of the VA program variables. The t-statistic is calculated 
for each variable using 23 degrees offreedom. The null hypoth
esis is: for each variable there is no difference between the 
SELS and non-SELS sample means. The computed t-statistic 
is compared to the t-distribution value appropriate to reject 
this hypothesis with 90, 95, 98, and 99 percent confidence 
(corresponding to 10, 5, 2, and 1 percent significance levels). 

3. Results 

Selected results are shown in two ways. First, the results of 
the significance testing is shown in table form for those variables 
in which a significant difference for the means is found between 
the SELS and non-SELS samples. Second, for some of these 
variables histograms are presented so that the 24-member sam
ple frequency distributions may be compared. Composite maps 
are not shown since they, in general, tend to smooth out features 
in the fields of individual cases due to the spatial variability 
present between cases. 

Table 3 shows the list of variables for which there is a sig
nificant difference (10 percent level or better) between SELS 
and non-SELS sample means. The sample means and standard 
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Table 3. Listing of those variables in which there is a statistically significant difference, at the ten percent level or better, 
in sample means between the SELS and non-SELS groups. A standard t-test is used with 23 degrees of freedom. 

Level(mb) Variable mean 
850 temperature (C) 16.2 
850 dew point (C) 9.7 
850 mixing ratio (g kg - ') 9.6 
850 Lapl. of temp. adv. 

(10- 2 C m-2 h- ') -5.1 
850 moisture convergence 

(g kg - ' h- ' x 10) 9.2 
850 moisture advection 

(g kg - ' h-' x 10) 6.4 
850 absolute vorticity 

(10 - 4 s-') 9.1 
850 equiv. pot. temp. adv. 

(C h-') 2.5 
700 horizontal wind div. 

(10 - 5 s - ') -4.8 
700 abs.vort. (10- 4 s - ') 8.5 
700 mixing ratio (g kg - ') 5.3 
700/500 temp. diff. (C) 15.7 
700 geost. temp. adv. 

(10- 2 C h-') .1 
700 geost. vort. (10-4 s-') 9.2 
500 abs. vort. (10 - 4 s - ') 8.3 
500 Lapl. of temp. adv. 

(10 - 2 C m- 2 h- ') 1.8 
500/300 differential abs. vort. adv. 

(10- 4 S - 2) -2.0 
300 wind spd. (m s - ') 18.4 
250 wind spd . (m s-') 19.5 
200 wind spd. (m s - ') 21.4 
200 horizontal wind div. 

(10- 5 s-') -5.0 

deviations along with the lowest (best) significance level passed 
are shown. The overall result is that the vast majority of vari
ables tested did not have significant sample differences, since 
only 21 of the total of 81 variables are significant at the ten 
percent level or better. Of the total of 21 listed, the direction 
of the difference between the two sample means is in the 
expected sense (or a least not in an unexpected sense) for 9 of 
them based on physical considerations and prior studies. This 
includes higher lower-tropospheric temperature indications 
(850-mb temperature, 850-mb equivalent potential temperature 
advection and 700-mb geostrophic temperature advection) , 
larger moisture advection indication (850-moisture advection, 
850-mb moisture convergence), drier 700-mb mixing ratio, a 
larger lapse rate (700/500-mb temperature difference), and a 
more negative 700-mb divergence (i.e., convergence) for the 
SELS sample. Surprising significant differences are found for 
850-mb dew point and mixing ratio, since the SELS sample 
mean indicates drier conditions compared to the non-SELS 
sample. A hint of this possibility is suggested by the Giordano 
and Fritsch (1991) study which showed drier conditions in the 
850-700 mb layer for the strong tornado cases. Since the 850-
mb equivalent potential temperature advection is significantly 
higher for the SELS sample, the parcel buoyancy is likely to 
be increasing in the SELS environment. The 200-mb wind 
divergence variable has significant sample differences, however 
surprisingly the non-SELS mean indicates "divergence" while 
the SELS mean shows "convergence". This is unexpected and 

SELS NON-SELS 

Std. dev. mean Std. dev. Sig. level 

2.8 14.3 2.3 2 
5.1 13.1 3.2 2 
2.3 11.8 2.1 1 

26.2 11.4 5.1 

31.5 -1 0.1 42.5 10 

13.1 -3.3 11.1 2 

1.8 9.9 1.0 10 

5.1 -1.1 5.2 5 

6.6 -.5 9.7 10 
1.7 9.4 .9 5 
1.6 6.5 1.9 5 
1.2 14.9 1.1 5 

.3 0.0 .2 10 

.2 9.5 .1 1 
1.5 9.6 1.1 1 

5.6 - .5 1.6 10 

14.6 5.1 12.4 10 
8.8 24.9 9.7 5 
9.8 27.9 10.9 1 
9.7 29.3 11 .2 2 

19.4 5.0 12.4 5 

is rejected on physical grounds, at least until this result is 
confirmed by additional study on a larger sample. The reported 
result may be a statistical artifact from a combination of a 
modest sample size and large divergence value errors that occur 
even with small wind vector errors. 

The Laplacian of temperature advection at 850 mb, which 
is one of the two important terms of the QG-omega equation, 
is significantly lower (and is negative) for the SELS sample, 
indicating a contribution toward sinking motion on the large
scale. At 500 mb the SELS sample has a positive value for the 
Laplacian of temperature advection, and it is significantly 
higher than for the non-SELS sample. These results are suspi
cious and need to be confirmed by additional study. 

An interesting result is that four vorticity variables passed 
significance testing (850, 700 and 500-mb absolute vorticity, 
and 700-mb geostrophic vorticity), with the mean vorticity 
being lower for the SELS sample in each instance. This is a 
bit puzzling, but perhaps the reason is that SELS events in the 
Northeast U.S. during summer (21 of the 24 cases are from 
June-August) tend to occur downstream from long-wave ridges . 
If true, the vorticity values would tend to be lower even though 
the SELS events are associated with mid-tropospheric short
wave vorticity maxima. The study of Giordano and Fritsch 
(1991), which indicated a high percentage of Northeast summer 
SELS events associated with mid-tropospheric west to north
west flow, implies this possibility. The 500-300 mb vorticity 
advection difference is also significant, with the SELS sample 
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having a mean negative value, while the non-SELS mean value 
is positive. The former value implies a contribution toward 
large-scale sinking motion while the latter implies a contribu
tion toward rising motion. It is noted that the standard deviations 
are quite large and that the implications apply to the upper 
troposphere. Nevertheless, the findings are a bit surprising. 

Three of the significant variables involve upper-tropospheric 
wind speed (at 300, 250, 200 mb). In each instance the SELS 
sample means are lower than those for the non-SELS sample, 
a result which seems contrary to other studies on the severe 
convective environment. Inspection of composite isotach and 
wind vector maps (not shown) using a moving 'origin' for each 
level and sample shows that there is cyclonic shear over the 
reference point for both samples but it is much larger for the 
SELS sample. Also, the reference point (SELS location for the 
SELS sample) is located in the theoretically 'divergent' right
rear quadrant of a quasi-straight west-southwesterly oriented 
jet streak for the SELS sample composite. For the non-SELS 
sample composite the reference point (Trenton, New Jersey) is 
in advance of a more distinctive trough, but a distinctive jet 
streak is lacking. The implication is that SELS cases are more 
likely to occur when and where upper-tropospheric divergence 
is strongly implied in conjunction with a propagating jet streak 
on a nearly straight jet axis, with SELS occurrence preferen
tially favored in the right-rear quadrant of the jet streak. As 
mentioned earlier, calculated upper-tropospheric divergence 
values are similar at 300 and 250 mb for the two samples, 
but the SELS sample had slightly negative divergence (i.e., 
convergence) at 200 mb. We speculate that the apparent lack 
of consistency in divergence indications is due to the large 
sensitivity of divergence calculations to wind observation errors 
especially for lower wind speeds of summer so that a better 
indication of wind divergence is synoptic positioning rather 
than the calculations from gridded wind values. 

Histograms of the frequency distribution for the SELS and 
non-SELS samples are made for each environmental variable. 
Only a small subset of the 21 'significant' variables are shown. 
As Table 3 suggests, the absolute difference between sample 
means is generally small even when statistical significance is 
achieved. However, a few of the variables have interesting 
frequency distribution differences between the two samples, 

# of 
cases 

15-

o SELS 

~ NON SELS 

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution (histogram) of 850-mb temperature 
(C) for SELS (open bars) and non-SELS (hatched bars) samples. 
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which serve to illustrate sample differences better than sim
ple means. 

Figure 3 shows the histograms for 850-mb temperature. The 
shift to higher temperatures is clearly shown for the SELS 
sample. Only five of the 24 non-SELS cases had 850-mb tem
peratures above 15.5°e while 15 of the SELS cases exceeded the 
same value. All but two SELS events had 850-mb temperatures 
above about l3oe, while seven non-SELS events failed to have 
temperatures above that same value. 

The 850-mb dew point temperature histograms (Fig. 4) show 
the tendency for the non-SELS convective events to occur at 
higher values than those for the SELS sample. Both samples 
are dominated by values greater than about 8°C, but 12 of 24 
non-SELS cases have dew points greater than about l30e while 
only 5 of 24 SELS cases have similarly high values. This 
somewhat surprising result is similar to a result reported by 
Giordano and Fritsch (1991) for the 850-700 mb layer tornado 
environment, in which the air is drier than normal for the Mid
Atlantic sample studied. In the current study mixing ratio values 
are also significantly lower at 700 mb for the SELS sample. 
However, it is again noted that 850-mb equivalent potential 
temperature advection is higher for the SELS sample. 

While it appears that SELS cases, on average, occur in a 
drier 850 to 700-mb environment than ordinary convective 
events, the 850-mb moisture advection, on the other hand, is 
positive (Table 3) for SELS cases compared to a mean negative 
for the non-SELS cases. Figure 5 shows the distribution, which 
clearly indicates the shift to higher, more positive 850-mb mois
ture advection for the SELS sample. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution comparison for 700-
mb geostrophic vorticity and 500-mb absolute vorticity. The 
values are significantly higher (more cyclonic or less anticy
clonic) for the non-SELS sample as compared to the SELS 
sample. As discussed earlier this may be due to a tendency for 
severe thunderstorms to develop downstream of a long-wave 
mid-tropospheric ridge. 

Figure 8 is shown to represent the distribution of upper tropo
spheric wind speeds. As is the case at 200 and 300 mb, the 
250-mb wind speeds tend to be higher for the non-SELS sample. 
However, as discussed above, these statistics mask the fact that 
the SELS composites show a more distinctive jet streak and 
cyclonic shear than the non-SELS composites. 

1.5-

1O.i.. 

# of I 
o SELS 

cases j 

! 
5~ 

~ NON SELS 

-2.3 to :.9 8.1 to 13A 

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except for 850-mb dew point temperature (C). 
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# of 
cases 

o SELS 

III NON SELS 

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 except for 850-mb moisture (mixing ratio) 
advection (g kg·1 h·1 X 10). 

# of 
cases 

6.7 to 8.0 

o SELS 

~ NON SELS 

9.3 to 10.6 

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 3 except for 500-mb absolute vorticity (10.4 s·1). 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 

An important objective of this study is to start a more system
atic study of the large-scale upper-level environment, including 
use of some dynamiclkinematic variables, in place just prior 
to severe weather occurrence in coastal portions of the North
eastern United States. By comparing mean values of upper
level variables for severe weather cases to those for non-severe 
convective cases the variables which may be most important 
for producing/predicting the former are identified. Considering 
that mostly 'weak' SELS cases are included (six tornado cases 
of F1 and F2 intensity and 18 cases with implied wind gusts 
mostly less than 50 m S·I) and that comparisons are being made 
with other convective cases, it is by no means certain that 
any significant differences would be found between samples. 
However, 21 of 81 variables tested had significant differences 
at the ten percent level or better using a standard t-test. 

The most important differences found in this study are that 
the lower-tropospheric SELS environment is warmer, drier, and 
more convergent; the mid-troposphere is more unstable, but 
less cyclonic; and the upper-troposphere has weaker flow as 
compared to the non-SELS convective environment. Based on 

# of 
cases 

National Weather Digest 

o SELS 

!1l NON SELS 

Fig . 6. Same as Fig. 3 except for 700-mb geostrophic vorticity 
(10.4 s·1). 

#of 
cases 

14.7" 24.3 

o SELS 

Ii:l NON SELS 

33.8 "43.4 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 3 except for 250-mb wind speed (m S·1). 

physical considerations and other reported studies these differ
ences are not surprising except for the finding of significantly 
weaker flow in the upper-troposphere for the SELS sample. 
This aspect will be investigated further in the future to determine 
if the result is simply sample specific or if lower wind speeds 
are a marker for some other characteristic of the SELS synoptic 
environment. 

The finding of drier conditions at 850 mb yet larger moisture 
and equivalent potential temperature advection for the SELS 
sample is interesting and implies that the lower-tropospheric 
environment is moistening just prior to SELS occurrence. It is 
again noted that the Giordano and Fritsch (1991) study involv
ing the strong tornado environment showed drier than normal 
lower-tropospheric conditions. They did not calculate advec
tions. 

Variables related more to dynamic lifting such as vorticity 
advection and temperature advection (and derivatives of same) 
generally did not show significant sample differences, but in 
the three instances where there were significant differences, the 
difference in implied QG-forced lifting favored the non-SELS 
sample (e.g., 500-300 mb vorticity advection difference) for 
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at least two of them. In addition, Q-vector divergence is not 
significantly different between samples, therefore, no obvious 
conclusion regarding large-scale dynamic lift, as a severe 
weather discriminator, can be made. Likewise calculated upper
tropospheric divergence is not larger for the SELS sample, 
since the non-SELS sample had significantly larger divergence 
at 200 mb. 

H should be noted that, overall, the absolute differences 
between sample means is not large, even for variables passing 
the t-test, while standard deviations are often large. Taken 
together this indicates that the frequency distribution has a large 
overlap between the two samples for most variables and that 
there is large case to case variability. 

As a pilot study using a somewhat different kind of methodol
ogy for studying the severe convective storm environment and 
employing variables such as those involving advections and 
divergences, it succeeds in showing a new way to identify 
possible critical differences in the SELS environment that may 
be useful to the forecaster or to the SELS researcher. The 
principal short comings of the study are the relatively small 
sample sizes used (24), the use of only mandatory upper-level 
data, and the lack of use of wind shear statistics and extensive 
thermodynamic indices. 

Plans are underway to expand the study to a larger number 
of cases, different geographical regions, incorporate data from 
the boundary layer as well as from between mandatory levels, 
and incorporate shear/thermodynamic variables while still 
employing the dual sample approach used here as well as the 
use of dynamically oriented variables. 
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